
  
Abstract— We present a biocompatible high-contrast low-loss 

antenna (HCLA) designed for efficient into-body radiation for 
applications as diverse as medical telemetry, sensing, and imaging. 
The HCLA is wearable with a compact size of 2.62 cm3 and 
operates across the 1 to 5 GHz bandwidth. The quasi-bowtie 
antenna is loaded with a high-contrast (i.e., alternating layers of 
high and low permittivity materials) and low-loss dielectric to 
improve directivity and gain into the biological tissues. 
Measurement results at 2.4 GHz are in good agreement with 
simulations and show 5.72 dB improvement in transmission loss 
over the most efficient into-body radiator reported in the past. At 
the high end of the frequency bandwidth, simulation results for 
two antennas placed across each other with tissue in between show 
~12.5 dB improvement in transmission loss. The HCLA is 
fabricated with stable, low-loss materials that allow for 
repeatability and consistency in the fabrication process, thus, 
addressing limitations of the current state-of-the-art.  It is also 
made from biocompatible materials that enable it to be placed 
directly on the skin for real-world implementation. In this paper, 
we discuss the operation principle and design of the HCLA, its 
transmission performance, radiation patterns, and specific 
absorption rate.  

 
Index Terms— Biomedical telemetry, into-body antenna, 

wearable antenna, engineered dielectric 

I. INTRODUCTION 
PPLIED  electromagnetics (EM) in the form of sensors, 
wearables, and implants is critical to many medical device 

technologies. The emergence of wireless implants and the 
development of non-invasive sensing techniques offer the 
potential to solve several current and future healthcare 
problems. For example, the development of wireless implants 
necessitates efficient wireless communication to external 
monitoring and control equipment, as well as wireless chargers 
and power systems [1]–[9]. Medical radiometry involves 
noninvasive, passive imaging of internal body temperature 
from natural emissions at radio frequencies [10]–[13]. 
Microwave tomography offers a new biomedical imaging 
technique involving measuring variations in biological tissues 
and has been used to detect cancerous tumors [14], [15].  The 
aforementioned medical technologies all require efficient, 
robust, and wearable into-body antennas, i.e., antennas that 
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radiate towards the human body instead of away from it.  
  The key attributes for an into-body antenna are high gain 
and, depending on the application, wide bandwidth  (e.g., to 
allow for multi-band telemetry or to sense black body radiation 
from across different tissue depths [16]). Indeed, the design of 
into-body antennas has been of interest in several works. 
Several designs involve placing the antenna away from the 
body, creating a considerable air gap between the antenna and 
the tissue [1]–[6]. This setup produces significant mismatch 
loss at the air-tissue interface due to the high permittivity, lossy 
tissues. Other designs involve placing the external antenna 
directly on the tissue for communication with the implant  [7]–
[9], [17], [18]. Patch antennas are often selected due to their 
conformality to the skin [7]–[9], but do not have a wide 
bandwidth or address biocompatibility concerns. In other cases, 
such as for radiometry applications, antenna designs are 
concerned with the bandwidth or post-processing data 
algorithms, rather than transmission loss of the antenna [10]–
[13]. Therefore, the antennas are not efficient radiators into the 
tissue which impacts the accuracy of the received thermal 
radiation.  

With these in mind, we recently demonstrated a class of 
wearable, into-body antennas that outperform previous designs 
in both gain and bandwidth [17], [18]. We referred to these 
antennas as Bio-Matched Antennas (BMAs) since they rely on 
periodic combinations of plastic and water (or hydrogel) to 
mimic the frequency-dependent permittivity of biological 
tissues, and, hence, reduce mismatch loss. However, a major 
limitation of the design is that water (or hydrogel) has a very 
high loss tangent (tanδ = 0.157 at 3 GHz [19]) resulting in 
power loss of EM fields prior to the fields penetrating the tissue. 
Another limitation lies in the fabrication process that is prone 
to errors and exhibits poor repeatability [20].  Specifically, a 
3D-printed dielectric lattice must be filled with water or 
hydrogel which leads to frequent and unpredictable air bubbles 
and air holes. Consistent fabrication of the antenna is difficult 
to achieve. Finally, the use of water (or hydrogel) in the antenna 
makes the antenna unstable [20]. The antenna is only usable in 
the hours immediately after fabrication before the performance 
degrades due to changes in the concentration of the dielectric 
(due to water leakage, hydrogel dryness, evaporation, etc.).  
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In this work, we take a major step forward and demonstrate 
that “bio-matching” the antenna’s dielectric to tissues is 
actually not as important as is the alteration of high- and low-
permittivity materials with extremely low loss. We, thus, 
advance the concept of BMAs to High-Contrast Low-Loss 
Antennas (HCLAs) instead. The idea is to design the dielectric 
in a way that forces the EM waves to propagate towards tissue 
in a directed manner while eliminating loss on the material 
itself. As a proof-of-concept, zirconia oxide (εr = 29 and tanδ = 
0.001 [21]) and polylactic acid (εr = 3.549 and tanδ = 0.001 
[22]) are selected as materials for the dielectric. Compared to 
the BMA, the HCLA is shown to reduce loss by ~5.72 dB at 2.4 
GHz (an Industrial, Scientific, Medical, ISM, frequency) and 
~12.49 dB at 4.8 GHz (a frequency used for implants in [23], 
[24] and for radiometry in [16]). Though these materials are not 
limiting, their biocompatibility allows for direct placement on 
the skin. Additional advantages of HCLAs as compared to 
BMAs entail: (a) reproducibility of the fabrication approach, 
and (b) stability over time, as will be demonstrated in this work. 
Last but not least, this is the first time that a balun is 
incorporated in our quasi-bowtie into-body antennas, hence 
further improving the EM performance stability as compared to 
our previously reported BMAs. A comparison of BMAs vs. 
HCLAs is shown in Table I. It is important to note that the 
bandwidth of the HCLA is smaller, with a high frequency cutoff 
of 4.95 GHz rather than 8.5 GHz; however, frequencies above 
5 GHz do not radiate efficiently into the tissue and are typically 
disregarded in most biomedical applications [25].  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
discusses the operation principle of the high-contrast low-loss 
antenna. Section III presents the antenna design and simulation 
setup. Section IV describes the antenna fabrication and 

experimental setups. Section V discusses the performance of 
the HCLA. The paper concludes in Section VI. 

II. OPERATION PRINCIPLE 
 The HCLA is shown in Fig. 1 and is best described as a quasi-
bowtie antenna [26] due to the shape of the conductors and the 
feeding mechanism. Its top-down view, Fig. 2(a), visually looks 
exactly like a traditional bowtie antenna, as known to empower 
wide bandwidth. Additionally, the frequency of operation for 
the HCLA is dependent on the length and width of the bowtie 
flares. However, the conductors do not lie in the same plane and 
are approximately perpendicular to each other, hence the term 
quasi-bowtie, Fig. 2(b). The 3D pyramidal shape of the 
substrate resembles the structure of a horn antenna. Horn 
antennas are beneficial as into-body radiators because of their 
high gain and broadband operation. As such, the antenna also 
demonstrates similar behavior to a horn antenna that is loaded, 
in our case, with a dielectric material. In particular, loading a 
horn antenna with an engineered dielectric has been proven to 
improve the gain and directivity of the antenna [27]–[30]. A 
metamaterial lens placed inside the horn transforms outgoing 
spherical waves into planar wavefronts with more directive 
emission. The lens also narrows the primary lobe and increases 
its intensity while suppressing the side lobes, further improving 
directivity. It is important to note that in [27]–[30], the entirety 
of horn is not loaded, but rather a lens is placed near the opening 
of the horn. The lens is successful in a traditional horn where 
all four sides of the horn are conductors. The HCLA, however, 
only has conductors on two sides of the pyramidal shape with 
horn-like characteristics. If a lens is used rather than fully 
loading the dielectric, EM waves will escape from the sides 
where conductors are not present. With the above in mind, the 

TABLE I  
COMPARISON OF INTO-BODY ANTENNAS 

 BMA [17], [18] HCLA (proposed) 

Operating 
Principle 

Match dielectric 
permittivity to 

frequency-dependent 
permittivity of tissues 

Alterations of high 
and low permittivity 

materials with 
extremely low loss 

Materials 

Polylactic Acid  
(εr = 3.549 and tanδ = 

0.001)  
and Hydrogel  

(εr = 77 and tanδ = 
0.157) 

Polylactic Acid  
(εr = 3.549 and tanδ = 

0.001) 
 and Zirconia Oxide 
(εr = 29 and tanδ = 

0.001) 
Repeatable 
fabrication No  Yes 

Stable operation 
over time No (shelf life: < 1 day) Yes (shelf life: 

months to years) 

Size 22 x 22 x 10 mm3  25.1 x 25.1 x 12.5 
mm3 

10 dB 
Bandwidth 1.4 – 8.5 GHz 1.38 – 4.95 GHz  

Transmission 
Loss to Implant 27.50 dB at 2.4 GHz  21.78 dB at 2.4 GHz 

Balun 
Omitted, though 

required for practical 
applications 

Yes 

 

Fig. 1. Proposed pyramidal HCLA with a dielectric made from layers of 
Zirconia Oxide (gray) and Polylactic Acid (blue). 

       (a)                (b) 
Fig. 2.  (a) Side view of the antenna dielectric with layers of ceramic 
(white) and plastic (blue) and (b) Top view of the antenna dielectric and 
copper tape conductors. 
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HCLA entails a fully loaded dielectric to better contain the 
waves than the air. It is also important to note that placing 
conductors on all four sides of the pyramid (like a traditional 
horn antenna) was considered, but not pursued because the 
frequency of a horn antenna is based on the aperture size. The 
aperture for 1 to 5 GHz would have to be quite large and is thus 
inappropriate for wearable applications.  

Designing antennas that radiate efficiently into the body is a 
significant challenge due to the lossy properties of the human 
tissue. A very low or very high permittivity material will create 
a significant mismatch at the antenna-skin interface. Selecting 
the material with the best impedance match is important to 
minimize reflection losses and improve transmission. We could 
have designed the antenna with a single solid dielectric 
material; however, we knew that given the pyramidal shape of 
the dielectric, lensing could further improve gain and 
directivity. We design a metamaterial dielectric consisting of 
alternating layers of high and low permittivity materials with a 
periodic structure at the sub-wavelength scale in the 1 to 5 GHz 
range to produce both matching and lensing effects.  

By contrast to BMAs, our goal is not to perfectly match the 
permittivity and loss tangent of tissues to that of the antenna’s 
dielectric, but rather to minimize mismatch and enhance 
contrast in the dielectric stack in a way that sends the fields 
towards the human body in a directive manner. This is achieved 
by engineering higher permittivity paths in the direction parallel 
to the tissue surface (unwanted direction) as compared to the 
direction towards the tissue (wanted direction). Simulations 
verified that alternating high and low permittivity materials 
significantly improved transmission across the bandwidth 
compared to a dielectric composed of a single high permittivity 
material, as seen in Fig 3. Simulations of the electric field also 
verified the alternating layers produce a more planar wavefront 
(Fig. 4(a)) than the solid dielectric (Fig. 4(b)). As seen in Fig. 
4(a), the wavefronts look spherical inside of the horn antenna 
but become planar as they leave the engineered dielectric and 
enter the biological tissues, particularly in the tissue that is 
directly below the antenna. These planar wavefronts improve 
directivity and gain. Also, key to our approach is materials that 
are low loss to reduce the transmission loss across the 
bandwidth. By contrast, BMAs utilized high-loss 
water/hydrogel to match the properties of biological tissues 
which compromised their transmission performance.  

III. ANTENNA DESIGN AND SIMULATION SETUP 
 The proposed HCLA is illustrated in Fig. 1. The antenna is 
compact with a small volume of 2.62 cm3 so that it will fit 
comfortably on the body with no airgap between the antenna 
and the skin. The HCLA is smaller or comparable to other into-
body antennas in the literature ([6], [8]–[13], [16]–[18]). It is 
designed to operate in the 1 to 5 GHz frequency range that 
includes, among others, the 1.4 GHz Wireless Medical 
Telemetry Services (WTSM) band and the 2.4 GHz Industrial, 
Scientific, Medical (ISM) band. This frequency range has also 
been used repeatedly for radiating into the tissue [16], [25]. The 
primary optimization criteria are that: (a) the reflection 
coefficient, |S11|, should be below -10 dB across the bandwidth, 
and (b) the transmission coefficient, |S21|, should be as high as 
possible to minimize the transmission loss in the tissues 
between two antennas. Additional criteria include antenna size; 
feasibility of fabrication; and biocompatibility. In our case, the 
low frequency cutoff is determined by the size of the antenna. 
Increasing the size of the antenna will lower the low cutoff 
frequency. It is important, however, to consider the tradeoff 
between increasing the size of the antenna and the wearability. 
The high frequency cutoff was not analyzed due to the small 
penetration depth of EM waves into biological tissues at higher 
frequencies [25].  
 The design and optimization of the HCLA was performed 
using finite element simulations in Ansys High Frequency 
Simulation Software. The antenna was placed upon a 7.5 cm by 
7.5 cm tissue-emulating box (2/3 muscle with frequency-
dependent dielectric properties [31]) with a thickness of 3 cm, 
Fig. 5(a). The first step was to determine the ideal permittivity 
for the high permittivity material in the dielectric. The HCLA 
loaded with a solid dielectric material (i.e., no low permittivity 
layers) was analyzed. Parametric studies were performed for a 
material with relative permittivities between 5 to 80 and a low 
loss tangent of 0.001. Larger dielectric losses were found to 
degrade performance. Lower permittivities were found to have 
a higher transmission coefficient at higher frequencies and 
higher permittivities were found to have a higher transmission 
coefficient at lower frequencies. Because the tissues are 
frequency-dependent, the relative permittivity of the tissues is 
higher at lower frequencies and lower at higher frequencies. 
Thus, it makes sense that higher permittivity materials would 
match better at lower frequencies, and lower permittivity 
materials would match better at higher frequency materials. To 

 
Fig. 3. Simulated transmission coefficient of the HCLA with a layered 
dielectric versus a solid dielectric  

 
(a)                                                (b) 

Fig. 4. Simulated electric field patterns of the HCLA at 5 GHz with a (a) 
layered dielectric and (b) solid dielectric 
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design a broadband antenna, we need to compromise and select 
a permittivity that is efficient across the entire frequency range, 
which in this case is between 25 and 35. This range has the 
highest average transmission coefficient across the entire 
bandwidth, while also maintaining a reflection coefficient 
below -10dB. This range of permittivities is lower than the 
dielectric constant of skin (εr = 38.06 at 2.4 GHz [31]) proving 
a perfect match is not necessary as claimed in [18].  

Zirconia Oxide, an oxide ceramic, is selected as the high-
permittivity low-loss material (εr = 29 and tanδ = 0.001, Table 
I). Zirconia is often described as “ceramic steel” due to its 
mechanical strength and toughness, and is a biomaterial that is 
commonly used in surgical and dental implants due to its 
desirable properties [33]. It is commercially available in several 
forms including rods, substrates, and plates.  

Next, a low permittivity material must be layered between 
the high permittivity material to engineer the subwavelength 
metamaterial dielectric, thus, improving gain and directivity per 
discussion in Section II. The low permittivity material for the 
dielectric was selected to be polylactic acid (PLA) filament (εr 
= 3.549 and tanδ = 0.001, Table I). PLA is also a biocompatible 
material and is used for many different applications including 
tissue engineering, resorbable sutures, dental materials, and 
drug delivery systems [34]. PLA is easily fabricated into any 
shape and size with current high-resolution 3D printing 
technology.  

In summary, besides their desired electrical properties, the 
high and low permittivity materials for the HCLA dielectric are 
also selected for their biocompatibility (to allow the antenna to 
be safely placed directly on the skin, as regulated by the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration [35]) as well as ease, stability, 
and repeatability of fabrication. The properties of the materials 
will not change over time, as was problematic in [20], and both 
are mechanically and thermally stable. The antenna, once 

fabricated, will have the same performance several weeks, 
months, or even years later. Of course, different high or low 
permittivity materials could be selected if different relative 
permittivity or loss tangent values are required, but fabrication 
may need to be reconsidered.  
 After determining the materials, the ideal ratio of the high 
permittivity (Zirconia) to low permittivity (PLA) within the 
dielectric was determined. The Zirconia is available from the 
manufacturer in a fixed thickness of 0.914 mm [36]. The PLA 
can vary in thickness, limited only by the minimum resolution 
of the 3D printer. To determine the optimal ratio of Zirconia to 
PLA, a parametric study was performed. The optimal thickness 
for the PLA was determined to be 0.185 mm, creating single 
layer of combined ceramic and plastic that is 1.1 mm. This ratio 
resulted in the lowest cutoff frequency without a compromise 
in size.  
 Lastly, the quasi-bowtie HCLA is balanced and needs a balun 
for connecting to an unbalanced coaxial cable. Due to the 
broadband performance of the antenna, a commercial off-the-
shelf transformer balun was selected and incorporated in 
simulations, Mini-Circuits part SCTX1-83-2W+ [37]. This 
balun is mounted on a large evaluation board from the 
manufacturer for ease of fabrication and testing. A smaller 
balun that is more appropriate for wearable applications could 
be designed but is beyond the scope of this study.  

IV. ANTENNA FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 The HCLA was fabricated by stacking layers of Zirconia and 
PLA. The ceramic substrate was ordered from Ortech Ceramics 
and came in 114.3 mm2 squares with a thickness of 0.9144 mm 
[36]. The substrate was diced with a diamond blade into squares 
varying in size from 25.1 mm2 to 0.9 mm2 to create the 
pyramidal layers as seen in Fig. 2(b). The PLA layers of varying 
square sizes were printed using rigid resin [38] with a Formlabs 
Form2 3D printer [39]. The alternating layers of Zirconia and 
PLA were stacked from largest to smallest. Super glue was used 
in between each layer to form the pyramidal structure. A rotary 
tool was used to grind the sides of the pyramid into the smooth 
45° angles as seen in Fig. 2(b). Copper tape was cut into 
triangles and placed on two sides of the pyramid to serve as the 
conductors of the antenna, similar to how copper could be 
etched on a planar substrate. The balun was soldered directly to 
the copper tape conductors. The complete feeding mechanism 
for the antenna is illustrated in Fig. 6. Notably, this fabrication 
process is not prone to the many errors of our previous work 
described in [20]: the materials are manufactured to exact sizes, 

 
 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 5. (a) Simulation setup and (b) experimental setup in this study.  

2/3
Muscle

3 cm

Phantom   
Fig. 7. Simulated versus measured reflection coefficient (|S11|) of two 
identically fabricated antennas.  

 
Fig. 6. Experimental feeding mechanism for the HCLA  
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the layers are easily aligned and joined with super glue, and the 
material properties will not change over time (as does the 
hydrogel in [16], [17]). Simulations verified that small 
fabrication differences (e.g., thin air gaps between plastic and 
ceramic layers) affect antenna performance by less than 15% 
across the bandwidth. Note that air is used as a worst-case 
scenario as its permittivity is lower than that anticipated by the 
glue (e.g., in [40] sprayable glue had a relative permittivity of 
2). 
 The experimental setup is displayed in Fig. 5(b). The 
conductors of the HCLA are soldered to the Mini-Circuits 
balun, and the balun is connected to the network analyzer. 
Styrofoam is used to hold the balun in place. The antenna is 
placed on the SPEAG POPEYE-V10 [41] or ground beef (as in 
Fig. 5(b)) phantom depending on the requirements of the 
experiment. The former phantom is used for ease of 
measurement as it an accurate and reproducible material 
representative of the human body. The latter is a well-
recognized phantom with similar electrical properties to 
biological tissues [42] and is used as a moldable material that 
can be adjusted experimentally to represent different tissue 
depths. For example, implant antennas can be fully surrounded 
by ground beef as they would be surrounded by tissues in the 
body. The properties of ground beef, however, may not be 
stable due to changes in temperature, fat content, and/or 
freshness.  

V. RESULTS 

A. Reflection Coefficient 
 The simulated versus measured reflection coefficient of the 
HCLA is displayed in Fig. 7. The simulation setup of Fig. 5(a) 
was employed with the tissue box emulating the properties of 
the POPEYE phantom. Two identical HCLA antennas were 
fabricated using the process described in Section IV. The 
measurement setup is displayed in Fig. 5(b), where in this case 
the POPEYE phantom material is used instead of ground beef. 
As seen, the measured results are similar to the simulated 
results, Fig. 7, particularly in regard to the bandwidth. The 
reflection coefficient is below -10 dB across most of the 1 to 5 
GHz frequency range. The measured low frequency cutoff is 
1.38 GHz, and the measured high frequency cutoff is 4.95 GHz. 
From 2.5 to 3.6 GHz, the reflection coefficient rises above the 
targeted value of -10 dB; however, the reflection coefficient 
remains below -6 dB, which can be deemed acceptable. The 

first resonance is the dominant TM10 mode of the quasi-bowtie 
antenna, and the second resonance is a higher order mode [26].  
Additionally, the measured results are shifted to a higher 
frequency than the simulation results. The abovementioned 
discrepancies from simulation can be attributed to the presence 
of the balun and the lack of glue layers in simulations. 

Notably, the measured results of the two HCLAs, namely 
Antenna 1 and Antenna 2 in Fig. 7, are very similar. The low 
frequency cutoff demonstrates the greatest error between the 
antennas with an approximately 18% difference between 
Antenna 1 and Antenna 2; however, this error is similar to the 
expected error determined from simulations. The antennas 
match exceptionally well across the rest of the bandwidth, thus 
demonstrating that the fabrication process is repeatable. The 
antennas have consistent performance which is not significantly 
impacted by minor changes in the antenna that may occur (e.g., 
misalignment between ceramic and plastic layers, air or glue 
gaps). Performance also remained the same over the course of 
the two months that the antenna was measured.  

B. Transmission Loss with Wireless Implants  
 The transmission loss of the HCLA was simulated and 
measured with a wireless implant antenna. The latter is a small 
patch antenna with dimensions of 11.5 mm by 18.5 mm, 
operating in the 2.4 GHz ISM band with 360 MHz bandwidth 
(see inset of Fig. 8). The antenna was placed 3 cm inside of the 
ground beef to represent a deep-tissue implant. The HCLA was 
then placed on top of the ground beef to act as the external 
antenna. Careful attention was made to ensure alignment 
between the implant and the HCLA. The simulated versus 
measured transmission coefficient is seen in Fig. 8. The 

 
Fig. 9. Simulated versus measured transmission coefficient (|S21|) between 
the HCLA and the broadband spiral antenna. 

 
Fig. 8. Simulated versus measured transmission coefficient (|S21|) 
between the HCLA and the 2.4 GHz implanted patch antenna. 
 
 

 
                                 (a)                                                           (b) 
Fig. 10. Measurement setup with the antenna, balun, and POPEYE 
phantom in the anechoic chamber at The Ohio State University (a) in the 
horizontal orientation and (b) in the vertical orientation.  
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transmission loss is 21.78 dB at 2.4 GHz, which is a 5.72 dB 
improvement over previous into-body antennas (Table I). The 
measured results closely match the simulated results. The 
transmission coefficient is maximum around 2.4 GHz, which is 
expected due to the properties of the implant. 

C. Transmission Loss with Broadband Antennas  
 The transmission loss of the HCLA was also measured with 
a broadband antenna. A broadband antenna will allow for better 
characterization of the transmission across the full bandwidth, 
rather than focusing on a single frequency point, as with the 
implant antenna. A spiral antenna was selected, having a 
diameter of 14.5 cm, and exhibiting measured and simulated 
reflection below -10 dB across the entire frequency range (see 
inset in Fig. 9). A 3 cm layer of ground beef was placed on the 
spiral antenna, and the HCLA was placed on top of the ground 
beef, to emulate transmission between biological tissues. The 
HCLA was centered over the spiral antenna to ensure proper 
alignment and minimize losses. The simulated versus measured 
reflection coefficient is displayed in Fig. 9. As seen, the 
measured values closely match the simulated values. The 
transmission loss varies across the bandwidth with a minimum 
transmission loss of 18.32 dB at 1.65 GHz. Loss is expected to 
increase with frequency due to the penetration depth of 
electromagnetic waves into the biological tissues [25].  

D. Radiation Patterns 
 The radiation patterns of the HCLA were measured in an 
anechoic chamber. The antenna is designed to radiate 

effectively into the biological tissues; however, it is not 
straightforward to experimentally retrieve simulated radiation 
patterns inside a solid (SPEAG POPEYE) or semi-solid 
(ground beef) phantom. However, some of the radiation escapes 
into the air instead of the tissues in the form of “back-lobe” 
radiation that can be measured in the anechoic chamber, Fig. 
10. 
 Measurements of the back lobe patterns were performed in 
two planes. The first involved the POPEYE phantom oriented 
horizontally on the foam column, Fig. 10(a), and the second 
involved the POPEYE phantom oriented vertically on the foam 
column, Fig. 10(b). The radiation patterns were measured from 
0.7 to 5 GHz in 5 MHz frequency intervals. Only the back lobe 
radiation patterns, from -90° to 90°, were measured. The results 
of the chamber measurements are seen in Fig. 11.  Here, Fig. 
11(a)-(c) illustrates the measured versus simulated pattern in 
the horizontal phantom orientation at 2, 3, and 4 GHz, 
respectively. Fig. 11(d)-(f) illustrates the measured versus 
simulated pattern in the vertical phantom orientation at 2, 3, and 
4 GHz, respectively. The top half of each pattern plot represents 
the measured (red) and simulated (black) back lobes. The 
bottom half of each pattern plot represents the simulated 
radiation into the phantom.  
 In general, the measured and simulated results follow similar 
patterns and have similar magnitude, particularly at 2 GHz. 
These three frequency points of 2, 3, and 4 GHz were selected 
to provide a summary of performance within the operational 
band of the HCLA, but other frequencies display similar trends. 
Larger discrepancies appear between the measured at simulated 

 
                                (a)                                                             (b)                                                            (c)  

 
                               (d)                                                             (e)                                                              (f)  

Measurement 
Simulation 

Fig. 11. Simulated versus measured radiation patterns of the (a)-(c) horizontal phantom orientation and (d)-(f) vertical phantom orientation and 2, 3, and 4 
GHz, respectively.  
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values at higher frequencies. There are several reasons why 
these differences may have occurred. First, the measurement 
setup in the chamber was very complex. The solid phantom 
created instability in the measurement because of its bulky size 
(177 mm width, 170 mm depth, 1000 mm height) and weight 
(13.5 Kg) [41]. Ensuring the antenna was both fully flush 
against the phantom and aligned at the correct angle was 
challenging. It was a significant effort to balance the phantom, 
balun, and antenna on the foam column such that none of the 
components moved as the column rotated during the 
measurements. The exact angles that were measured may not 
perfectly align with the simulated angles, further contributing 
to potential errors. Measuring additional planes or measuring 
the full 3D pattern could provide a more complete, accurate 
picture of the actual back lobe radiation. Additionally, the 
balun, while necessary for proper feeding, could have interfered 
with the radiation pattern measurements. Particularly in the 
horizontal orientation, Fig. 10(a), the balun, seen on the right 
covered in green tape, likely interfered with the radiation 
pattern because it was blocking the line-of-sight between the 
HCLA and the chamber measurement antenna. Given the good 
agreement of the measured back lobe patterns with the 
simulated ones, we can assume the simulated into-body patterns 
are a reasonable estimate of the radiation occurring inside the 
tissue. In the future, back lobe radiation can be minimized, if 
desired, by adding a ground plane or absorbing materials to the 
antenna.  

E. Comparison to Bio-Matched Antennas 
Multiple simulations were performed to verify the layered 

ceramic and plastic dielectric of the HCLA has improved 
performance compared to the previous BMA in [17], [18]. The 

simulation setup is shown in Fig 5(a). The HCLA or BMA 
respectively were placed on either side of the 3 cm tissue box 
emulating the properties of 2/3 muscle. Fig. 12 demonstrates 
the simulated transmission coefficient from 1 to 5 GHz of the 
two antennas. Clearly, the HCLA significantly outperforms the 
BMA in terms of transmission loss, especially at higher 
frequencies. At 4.8 GHz (a frequency used for implants in [23], 
[24] and for radiometry in [16]), the HCLA demonstrates ~12.5 
dB improvement in transmission loss over the BMA.  

F. Specific Absorption Rate  
Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) simulations were performed 

for the HCLA using the simulation setup displayed in Fig. 5(a) 
with the tissue box emulating the properties of the POPEYE 
phantom. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 
guidelines state that the SAR limit is 1.6 W/kg, averaged over 
1g of tissue [43]. The SAR guidelines are intended to limit 
human exposure to radio frequency energy for health and safety 
purposes. The 2.4 GHz SAR distribution over 1g of tissue is 
illustrated in Fig. 13. For an input power of 13.79 dBm, or 0.025 
W, the maximum value of SAR1g is approximately 1.6 W/kg. 
Input power levels as high as 13.79 dBm will meet the strictest 
safety standards set by the FCC. 

VI. CONCLUSION  
 In this paper, we presented a high-contrast low-loss antenna 
(HCLA) capable of efficient transmission into biological tissues 
for medical telemetry, sensing, and imaging applications. The 
antenna operates across the 1 to 5 GHz bandwidth, and its key 
novelty is the use of low-loss materials with a 3D engineered 
dielectric to improve gain and directivity. The alternating layers 
of high and low permittivity materials convert the outgoing 
spherical waves into planar wavefronts, and the high 
permittivity material minimizes mismatch between the antenna-
skin interface. The HCLA addresses previous limitations of 
into-body antennas by incorporating stable, low-loss and 
biocompatible materials with a repeatable fabrication process.  
 Both simulation and measurement results indicate that the 
HCLA demonstrates improved transmission into biological 
tissues across the bandwidth. The transmission loss to a 
wireless implant at 2.4 GHz is 21.78 dB, providing 5.72 dB 
improvement over previous technologies. The antenna also 
shows efficient transmission to a broadband antenna. The 
HCLA shows significant improvement over the BMA, with a 
12.5 dB improvement in transmission loss at 4.8 GHz. The 
radiation patterns of the back lobe of the antenna were measured 
in an anechoic chamber. The measured patterns are similar to 
the simulated patterns, particularly at lower frequencies. The 
HCLA meets SAR standards set by the FCC for input power 
levels as high as 13.79 dBm, or 0.025 W. 
 The HCLA is a big step forward for into-body antennas with 
multiple improvements over current technologies. The antenna 
shows promise for potential integration into emerging medical 
device technologies. Future work will focus on modification of 
the balun to further improve transmission loss, minimizing back 
lobe radiation to reduce electromagnetic interference, wearable 
implementation via e-textiles or e-fabrics, and integrating the 
antenna into telemetry, sensing, and/or imaging applications.  

 
Fig. 12. Simulated transmission coefficient (|S21|) of the HCLA versus the 
BMA between 3 cm of two thirds muscle phantom. 
 

 
                                     (a)                                                 (b) 
Fig. 13. SAR1g performance of the ceramic and plastic antenna at 2.4 GHz 
assuming an input power of 13.79 dBm illustrated (a) with and (b) without 
the antenna on the phantom 
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